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680 Pulp
Fiction

Pulp
Fiction

A burger-
loving hit
man, his

philosophical
partner, a

drug-addled
gangster's
moll and a
washed-up

boxer
converge in

this
sprawling,
comedic

crime caper.
Their

adventures
unfurl in

three stories
that

ingeniously
trip back and
forth in time.

Just
because you

are a
character
doesn't

mean you
have

character.

154 1994-10-14 8.01 http://youtube.com/watch?v=s7EdQ4FqbhY English

72,784 The
Loft The Loft

For five men,
the

opportunity to
share a

penthouse in
the city -- in

which to
carry on

extramarital
affairs -- is a
dream come

true, until the
dead body of
an unknown
woman turns
up. Realizing
that her killer
must be one

of their
group, the
men are

gripped by
paranoia as

each one
suspects
another.

Friendships
are tested,

loyalties are
questioned,

and
marriages

crumble while
fear and

suspicion run
rampant.

The right
place to do

wrong.
108 2014-10-14 6.47 http://youtube.com/watch?v=1bJZYqGfYGE English

75,656
Now

You See
Me

Now You
See Me

An FBI agent
and an
Interpol
detective

track a team
of illusionists
who pull off
bank heists
during their

performances
and reward

their
audiences
with the
money.

4 amazing
magicians.

3
impossible
heists. 1
billion

dollars. This
is no

illusion.

115 2013-05-29 7.23 http://youtube.com/watch?v=VXuQDNdbd5E English
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238,615 Self/less Self/less

An extremely
wealthy

elderly man
dying from

cancer
undergoes a

radical
medical

procedure
that transfers

his
consciousness
to the body of

a healthy
young man

but
everything

may not be as
good as it

seems when
he starts to
uncover the
mystery of
the body's
origins and
the secret

organization
that will kill
to keep its

secrets.

God
Created

Man. Man
Created

Immortality.

116 2015-07-10 6.25 http://youtube.com/watch?v=Mc4sz6neHDs English

241,251
The Boy

Next
Door

The Boy
Next
Door

A recently
cheated on

married
woman falls

for a younger
man who has
moved in next

door, but
their torrid
affair soon

takes a
dangerous

turn.

A Moment
She

Couldn't
Resist. An
Obsession
He Can't
Control.

91 2015-01-23 4.84 http://youtube.com/watch?v=MgbBwovOOoc English

290,250
The
Nice
Guys

The Nice
Guys

A private eye
investigates
the apparent
suicide of a
fading porn

star in 1970s
Los Angeles

and uncovers
a conspiracy.

Nice pair 116 2016-05-15 6.69 http://youtube.com/watch?v=Ihb8vCrj2kc English

301,608 The
Trust

The
Trust

A pair of cops
investigating

a drug
invasion

stumble upon
a mysterious
bank vault.

Bad cops
make the

best
criminals

93 2016-04-29 4.58 http://youtube.com/watch?v=TLspHA8m6Ac English


